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IDEAL FOR
TOOLS, GEAR
AND MATERIALS

HEAVY-DUTY
CAPACITY

IN-STOCK
SHIPS IN 48 
HOURS

Features
Ready to use
Easy to lift
Top can be cinched or
closed off to prevent
objects from falling out
Hardwall  construction
provides stiff side walls
for support, yet bag
remains pliable
Compacts to a fraction
of original size when not
in use

Capacity
WindMule
500 lb capacity and
large 22 in. open top

Both reliable and economical, the WindMule   Utility Bag is a tool bucket designed to carry tools, 
products, parts, or materials to hard to reach work sites or locations. With its large open top, heavy-
duty capacity and industrial strength lift loops, it can help you get the job done quickly at a fraction of 
the cost of a canvas Lineman's Bucket or other totes. Top can be cinched or closed off to prevent 
objects from falling out. Square shape allows for easy passage through winch deck floor opening.

WindMule Plus
800 lb capacity and
large 23 in. open top



Since 1969 www.einpart.com

Lift loops (2) 2 in. wide x 12 in. long
standard white webbing

Top option 19 in. long duffel top

Bottom option 6 oz. flat bottom; no insert

Closure 44 in. long web tie on open top;
Pinch clip attached to 1.25 in.
webbing sewn in top setting seam

Eco-Info Container is recyclable

(4) 2 in. wide x 12 in. long
standard white webbing

Top option 19 in. long duffel top

Bottom option 8 oz. double bottom flat bottom
with insert

Closure 44 in. long web tie on duffel top

Eco-Info Container is recyclable

Certification Certified 5:1 safety ratio
Mult-trip upon visual inspection

Certification Certified 5:1 safety ratio
Mult-trip upon visual inspection
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Maximum capacity

Container weight when empty

Container material 

Liner material

Diameter

500 lb (226.8 kg)

4 lb (1.81 kg)

6.5 oz. coated white
woven polypropylene

3 mil. clear polyethylene;
sealed and inserted

22 in.

Volume 5 ft , equals 30 gallon drum

Dimensions 17.25 in. x 17.25 in. x 27 in.

Stiffeners

Hardwall

Single wall corrugated stiffener
inserted between two panels of
woven polypropylene fabric

Bag style

WindMule

Maximum capacity

Container weight when empty

Container material 

Liner material

Diameter

800 lb (362.87 kg)

4 lb (1.81 kg)

6.5 oz. coated white
woven polypropylene

No liner

23 in.

Volume 5 ft , equals 30 gallon drum

Dimensions 18 in. x 18 in. x 26 in.

Stiffeners

Hardwall

Tri-wall corrugated stiffener
inserted between two panels of
woven polypropylene fabric

Bag style

Lift loops
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